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What is the Flipped
Classroom?
O A flipped classroom inverts the traditional

educational model so that the content is
delivered outside of class, while class time is
spent on activities normally considered
“homework.”
O For example, students may access instructional
material through videos, podcasts or online
tutorials before the class meeting. Then during
class time, students work on activities which
force them to apply what they have learned.

Wait, this sounds familiar!
O You’ve might have
O Heard of the Khan Academy
O Seen the TED talk at TED.Com
O Seen the piece on 60 Minutes

This Sounds Interesting…..
O I read a lot and

watched a lot of
videos (that sounds
a lot like college).
O I started to think
that this may work
for library
instruction and I
formulated a plan.

Why Did We Use it?
O Problems with our

Library Competency
Program.
O Save time in the
Library Workshop
Class.
O Try new teaching
approaches with our
students

Hopefully, flipping will….
O Engage the students

in a way that is more
familiar to them
O Make the course
more “hands-on”
O Lessons on line for
students that miss
class
O Repeat viewing of
lesson

About Our Library
Competency Program
O All students must demonstrate library
O
O

O
O

competency to graduate.
You can do this by passing a library competency
test or taking the Library Workshop Course.
If you fail the test or if you do not take the test
before you reach 60 credits, then you must take
the Library Workshop Course.
The course is a 7 week, Pass/Fail, non credit
bearing course.
Students are tested in the beginning of the
course and again at the end to assess their
progress

The Study
O Very simple concept
O Flip sections of the Library

Workshop Course
O Have the students watch a
video lecture at home and
then com in to class for
hands-on assignments
O Compare pre and post test
scores of flipped sections
vs. non-flipped sections

Getting Started
O Assess my teaching and

what I had done in the past
(Sounds Basic, right?).
O Figure out how I could
improve and could flipping
the class be part of that
improvement.
O Create content using
tutorials for students to
watch at home

How I Made the Groovy
Videos
O I kept the videos short as not to have students

tune out something too long
O Used stock audio for the swanky soundtrack
O Subtitled the video instead of a voice over
O Camtasia lets you capture and record the screen

My Laboratory

Host the Course on a
LibGuide

Has it worked?
O For me, I have

found that is
has worked
and in some
ways that I had
not thought
about!

How has it worked?
O First, I found that

the students liked
watching the
videos, and they
did watch them
(more on that
later).
O This left most of the
class time to work
on exercises, which
would normally be
assigned for
homework.

How has it worked?
O The pre and post test scores

were better than when I taught
the class in the traditional lecture
method.

The Workshop became a
Workshop!
O Students spent the

time doing hands-on
exercises
O Searching the

catalog
O Databases searching
O Going in the stacks
and finding materials

I should have thought of that!
O Flipping the class

was great for the
International
Students. Repeat
viewing of the
videos allowed
them get around
any language
barriers.

How do you know they
watched the video?
O I get this question a

lot and the solution
is fairly easy. Assign
Homework, to be
turned in, on the
video lesson.
O If they miss class,
the videos are up on
a LibGuide so they
can watch them
when they can.

Going Forward
O Currently writing an

article for
publication.
O I’d like to see
others use this
teaching method
and see how that
works.
O Also, I’d like to try
this with one shot
instructions

The End
O Feel free to contact me

about flipping your class
at
eduardo.rivera@liu.edu

